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Vocabulary 1: Memory 

1 faces 2 figures 3 memory 4 heart 5 memories 

Reading and Use of English Part 1: Multiple – choice cloze 

1 B 2 B 3 A 4 C 5 B 6 C 7 D 8 B 

Page 72-73 

Reading and Use of English Part 5: Multiple choice 

3 

The following words appear in the text in relation to Shigeru Miyamoto: modesty

 placid  politness respectful timidity 

In addition, we learn that he ‘is not envious of the attention of movie stars’ and 

that ‘A Beatles T-shirt and moptopp haircut are the only signs of cultural 

rebellion’, from which we can deduce that he is neither attention-seeking, nor 

vain nor particularly rebellious. The writer speaks of Miyamoto’s ‘placid 

te,perament’ so it is unlikely that he is moody, and given the overall impression, 

and the fact that his games do not include violence, he is probably not 

aggressive. 

4 

A prserve b reverence  c scarcity d smash e the limelight

 f tantrums g demographic h prosperity 

5 

1 B 2 C 3 D 4 B 5 B 6 D 
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Vocabulary 2: Arts and culture 

2 

1. performance:you watch a performance – the others are all places 

2. ballerina: this is one person – the others are all groups of people 

3. exhibition: this is a group of things – the others are all types of art 

4. instrument: this is an object – the others are all people 

5. lyrics: these are the words of songs – the others are all types of music 

6. sculpture: this is an art form or a work of art –the others are all people 

7. stage: this is the place where actors, musicians, etc. perform – the others 

involve illustrations of some kind 



4 

1. stage 

2. best-seller 

3. grafitti 

4. concert hall 

5. lyrics 

 

Review Units 7 and 8 

Reading and Use of English Part 4: Transformations 

1. not let her 

2. made him tidy 

3. no need for you to 

4. must not be removed by 

5. is being questioned at 

6. is thought to be getting 

Reading and Use of English Part 2: Open cloze  

1 in 2 is 3 every/each 4 which 5 to 6 few 7 Although/ Though / 

While / Whilst 8 the 

Vocabulary 

1 

1. on, for 

2. for, at 

3. for, at 

4. about, at 

5. in, at 

6. at, by 

7. in, in 

8. to, on 

2 

1. get 

2. meet 

3. brings 

4. forgetful 

5. limelight 

6. modest 

7. lyrics 

8. performance 
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Language focus 

1 

1. each/ every, much 

2. many, Little 

3. few, few 

4. plenty / lots, couple 

5. number / quantity, any 

6. some, no / Little 

2 

1. need to 

2. needn’t / don’t have to 

3. have to 

4. should 

5. ought 

6. shouldn’t/ mustn’t 

7. shouldn’t/ mustn’t 

8. needn’t / don’t have to 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


